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Mission Possible!  
Mr. Vita’s bear has gone missing!  

Can you help us find Mr. Vita’s bear?  
Solve the challenges below to lead you to his bear!  

You will be using flipgrid for each day of this mission. 
Click this link: https://flipgrid.com/moncurebears 

ID: 5 digit number you got from your teacher 
Monday’s challenge toward solving the 
mission 
 
Predict and Draw 

We are going on a bear hunt! Watch Mr. Vita’s 
flipgrid video. Next, watch Mrs. Devine’s 
flipgrid video. 
Next, predict and draw a detailed picture of 
where (the setting) you think the bear went. 
Then, challenge yourself to write a sentence to 
match your picture. 
Share your picture and sentence on Flipgrid. 
 

Tuesday’s challenge toward solving 
the mission 
 
Adding parts together 
(White Math Practice Workbook) 

Watch Mrs. Council’s Flipgrid video. Complete 

the word problem Mrs. Council shares with 

you.  

Now go to pages 117 and 123 in your Origo 

practice workbook  (white cover) and do the 

addition math problems. 

To complete this challenge, you will share 

what you finished in your Origo workbook on 

Flipgrid. 

Watch Mr. Vita’a Flipgrid video for a secret 
clue! 

Wednesday’s challenge toward solving 
the mission 
 
Positional Words 
(Social Studies Workbook) 

Watch Mrs. Morris’ Flipgrid video. 

Go to page 33 in your social studies workbook 

and complete the activity. Then, use page 35 

in your workbook to draw a bear in the setting 

https://flipgrid.com/moncurebears


of the bridge and label using the positional 

word that matches your picture.  

 

*Bonus Challenge: Write a sentence to 

describe where your bear is located. 

**For additional activities/practice complete 

pages 36 - 39.  

Share your picture and the details  of where 

you think your bear is located on Flipgrid.  

Thursday’s challenge toward solving 
the mission 
 
Subtracting parts away 
(White Math Practice Workbook) 

Watch Mrs. Summerlin’s Flipgrid video. 
Complete the word problem Mrs. Summerlin 
shares with you.  
 
After you solve this problem, go to page 161 in 
your Origo Practice Workbook (white cover) . 
Complete subtraction sentences.  
 
Share your work on Flipgrid.  We are one hop 
away from our final challenge!  
 
Watch Mrs. Dubke’s Flipgrid video for a secret 
clue! 

Friday’s challenge toward solving the 
mission 
 
Listening for Sounds 

Watch Ms. Adkins’ Flipgrid video.  
Tell an adult what you think the answer is to 
the clue. 

Watch Mr. Vita’s video to complete the mission!!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Student Reflection Questions-Answer these on Flipgrid! 
 

1. What was your favorite activity during the challenge?  
 
 
 
 

2. Where did you think the bear would be? Was your prediction 
correct? Did any part surprise you? 

 

 

 

3. What was the most challenging activity during this challenge? Why? 

 

 


